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In most if not all cases, a pest control 
company will be hired to investigate and 
help maintain the common areas for mice 
activity.

But a pest control company can only do 
so much. They may have full control of the 
common areas but only you can control 
what happens inside your unit. 

Take action quickly: If you find evidence 
of mice inside your unit, make sure to 
address the issue as quickly as possible. 
Mice carry disease and bacteria, which, if 
not treated properly can and will make you 

ill. If you do not act quickly it could 
also cause a large infestation to 

occupy the building not just 
your unit.

Remove their food 
supply: No one wants to 
be eating dinner with a 
mouse. Keep lids shut 
on your garbage can and 
recycling bin, and ensure 

your garbage is being 
emptied regularly. DO NOT 

leave garbage or recycling on 
your deck, balcony or on the floor 

inside your unit. Bring the garbage and 
recycling directly to the common enclosure. 

Use metal or glass containers whenever 
possible. If you do use plastic — look for 
thick containers with very tight fitting lids. 

Keep your home clean: If there is nothing 
to eat, they will be less likely to stay for 
dinner. In other words; keep all food stored 
properly in airtight containers. Don’t forget 
to clean up after your pets and children.

Seal possible entry points: Mice can 
get through small tiny holes. It is best to 

seal around pipes and holes inside your 
Condo. A mouse only needs ¼ inch to crawl 
through. 

Stick steel wool in mouse holes: Steel 
wool pads will prevent mice from using the 
same hole to get back into your home before 
caulking or plastering. 

Try a humane trap: These are traps that 
catch mice in a box. The mouse can get in 
but not out. Once you catch the mouse; you 
will need to release them at least one mile 
from your home. 

Water source: Fix leaky taps, sweating 
pipes and open drains .

Bird and squirrel feeders: They’re pretty 
but be aware that bird food is attractive to 
mice too. 

Pest control expert: If you want more 
information or help, a pest control company 
can give you the guidance you need, help 
you locate potential week spots around 
your condo and help you take preventative 
measurers in controlling or removing mice 
from your home.

Being proactive and taking the necessary 
steps to help protect your home from these 
little critters, will save you money and time 
in the end. Until next time... CL
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With winter approaching here are some tips to keep pesky mice from the condo
EEEK FACTOR

Editor’s note: Maria 
Bartolotti is a board 
member of the Canadian 
Condominium Institute – 
Southern Alberta chapter 
(CCI-SA). CCI represents 
all participants in the con-
dominium community.

Q:Dear Maria; I’ve heard some 
horror stories about mice in-

festations in condos. What’s the best 
way to head off such a problem?

A: Don’t be fooled by those adorable 
eyes and that cute button nose. Mice 

are anything but cute and cuddly, and they 
can make you jump, scream and send shud-
ders up and down your spine. Just thinking 
about them gives me the creeps.

Mice can very quickly take up residence 
in your condo and start nesting. Multi-res-
idential communities are one 
of the hardest places to 
get rid of mice, mainly 
because they can hide 
in various different 
locations in the 
building such as; 
common hallways, 
utility closets, 
carports, garages, 
garbage enclosures 
and your unit just to 
list a few areas.

With the cold weather 
approaching, mice are looking for 
a warm place to call home and if they find 
a food source, guess who just became your 
new roommate. 

Lets review some basic and helpful tips 
that may keep mice out of your condo. 

If you see evidence of mice inside the 
common property of your condo you should 
notify the condo manager of the building 
immdeidately. Your condo manager can 
work with your board to take the necessary 
steps to help deal with the problem. 
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